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Introduction
This interoperability event has been organized by
the MPLS & Frame Relay Alliance and the Euro-
pean Advanced Networking Test Center (EANTC),
and hosted by Upperside.

The interoperability test scenarios were performed
using a multi-vendor network of real MPLS routers,
complemented by emulators. Test methodologies
were checked and improved throughout the testing.
The end result was that the network was success-
fully constructed. This achievement, along with the
advantages and capabilities of this technology, will
be demonstrated at the MPLS World Congress in
Paris, February 11–13, 2004. The demo was hot-
staged at EANTC labs in Berlin, Germany, in
January 2004.

The test scenarios were designed specifically for
this showcase, based upon the experiences of
previous interoperability test events. They covered
new MPLS capabilities which have not been shown
before. The focus was on demonstrating differenti-
ated services over MPLS and MPLS traffic engineer-
ing. Multi-vendor MPLS/BGP VPNs and
Layer 2 Ethernet VPNs (Martini and VPLS) were
configured to prove that services were traffic engi-
neering-enabled and could process differentiated
services.

To ensure the success of the event, a one week hot-
staging event with all the participating vendors
was conducted before the MPLS World Congress. It
took place at the EANTC (European Advanced
Networking Test Center) in Berlin, Germany. The
test plan was defined by the Interoperability
Working Group of the MPLS & Frame Relay Alli-
ance, including EANTC and UNH IOL (University
of New Hampshire Interoperability Lab).

Participants and Devices
The following companies and devices demon-
strated their interoperability in the test event:

Hotstaging at EANTC lab
(Berlin, Germany)

Agilent Technologies RouterTester

Alcatel 7670 RSP

Avici Systems QSR

Cisco Systems 12404
12406

Ixia 1600T

Marconi BXR 48000

Alcatel/Native Networks ISA PR & 1662SMC

Navtel Communications InterWatch 95000

Nortel Networks Shasta 5000 BSN

RAD Data
Communications

IPmux-1
IPmux-1000

Riverstone Networks RS8000

Tellabs 8820
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Test Areas and Test Plan
This time, the interoperability evaluation focused
the transport of differentiated services a multi-
vendor MPLS backbone supporting MPLS traffic
engineering.

Based on the guaranteed backbone transport,
multi-vendor MPLS virtual private networks (VPNs)
were established to demonstrate that VPNs can
benefit from the enhanced backbone services.

The following section describes the test plan in
detail. Results are documented on page 5.

MPLS Traffic Engineering And
Differentiated Services

The MPLS & Frame Relay Alliance test plan
mpls2003.149.03 was used for this section.

The tests asked to enable OSPF-TE routing and to
ensure full-mesh exchange of dynamic routes in the
MPLS backbone. Based on a network-wide agreed
per-hop behavior configured on each device, multi-
vendor constraint-based MPLS tunnels should be
established using the signalling protocol RSVP-TE
and the relevant extensions for MPLS Diff-Serv.

Next, transport of emulated application traffic in
the Diff-Serv classes Assured Forwarding (AF),
Expedited Forwarding (EF) and Best Effort classes
should be configured at the label edge routers. A
mapping between per-hop behaviors and experi-
mental bit settings (PHB-EXP mapping) was
required; the correct prioritization of the per-hop
behavior at the MPLS layer during congestion at
ingress, transit, and egress MPLS routers should be
ensured by sending traffic and creating congestion
points at ingress and transit MPLS routers.

There are two different options for the creation of
constraint-based label switched paths: The E-LSPs
where the per-hop behavior is inferred from the
experimental bit setting in each labeled packet,
and the L-LSPs where each per-hop behavior group
of traffic uses its own label switched path. The test
plan focused both E-LSPs and L-LSPs, depending on
vendor support.

The last test cases dealt with real constraint-based
routing. Since OSPF-TE continuously updates infor-
mation about the reserved bandwidth in the MPLS
backbone network, it is possible to calculate best
routes at the ingress label edge router based on the
current network usage. The ability of MPLS routers
to explicitly select a route based on traffic class
and reserved bandwidth, and to establish a label-
switched path using this route, was verified in this
section.

Virtual Private LAN Service (VPLS)
and Ethernet Point-to-Point VPNs

The MPLS & Frame Relay Alliance test plans
mpls2003.091.00 and mpls2003.092.00 were
used for the tests in this section. They covered:

• Label Binding Distribution via targeted LDP
sessions between the provider edge routers

• Data encapsulation of Ethernet and tagged
Ethernet frames

• Data encapsulation of ATM and Frame Relay
frames
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Agilent Tech. ● ● ● ●

Alcatel ● ● ● ●

Avici Systems ● ●

Cisco Systems ● ● ●

Ixia ● ● ●

Marconi ● ● ●

Alcatel/
Native Networks

● ●

Navtel Comm. ● ● ● ●

Nortel Networks ● ●

RAD ●

Riverstone ● ● ●

Tellabs ● ● ● ●
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• VPLS service establishment by label exchange
between provider edge routers

• Data forwarding to unknown and known Ether-
net addresses

• Path tear down and withdraw between provider
edge routers

Since VPLS is basically a multipoint extension of
point-to-point Ethernet pseudowire links, the tests
for point-to-point evaluation were used as a prereq-
uisite for the VPLS tests.

The test plan requested that the transport tunnels
were established using the signalling protocol
RSVP-TE in order to benefit from the traffic engi-
neering and Diff-Serv processing in the backbone.

In addition to regular Ethernet traffic, the Ethernet
pseudowire tunnels also effectively transported
TDM emulated traffic (data and voice) using
TDMoMPLS technology.

BGP/MPLS VPNs

The MPLS & Frame Relay Alliance test plans
mpls2002.049.01 was used for this section.

This test area was aimed at determining the level of
interoperability that can be achieved between
RFC2547bis implementations of the various
vendors. First, VPN establishment between PE
devices was tested. The Layer 3 VPN tests, based
on the RFC2547bis draft standard covered:

• Full-mesh Multi Protocol BGP (MP-BGP) peering

• MPLS signalled tunnels between provider edge
(PE) routers, using the Label Distribution Protocol
(LDP)

• Dynamic backbone routing with OSPF including
traffic engineering extensions (OSPF-TE)

• Dynamic route propagation using BGP or OSPF
between customer edge routers (CE) and
provider routers (PE) and also between the PE
routers themselves.

Similar to the Ethernet VPN area, the test plan
requested that the transport tunnels were estab-
lished using the signalling protocol RSVP-TE in
order to benefit from traffic engineering and Diff-
Serv processing in the backbone.

Evolution To The Joint
Multi-Vendor Network
Three different test areas were tested in parallel
during the hot-staging. Small groups were used to
check interoperability and scalability. Successful
groups in this stage were then connected to form
larger groups to build the multi-vendor network.
The integration of the groups went forward
smoothly and at the end of the hot-staging, all
participants formed a piece of the demonstration
network

Initial interoperability tests were done in groups of
three devices connected to each other. Later on, all
devices of each scenario were connected to sepa-
rate multi-vendor networks for VPNs and the MPLS-
DiffServ backbone. Finally, the VPN networks were
attached to the edges of the MPLS-DiffServ network
and thus integrated into one large common infra-
structure. Further interop testing and traffic load
generation was done at this stage to verify that
VPN traffic benefited from traffic differentiation.

Integrated Multi-VendorPairwise Testing

MPLS DiffServ Node VPLS / L2 VPN Node L3 VPN PE

Growing

LDP RSVP-TEL3/L2 VPN PE

Networkthe Cloud

VPLS

Layer 3
VPNs

Layer 2 VPNs

MPLS
DiffServ

Evolution of Test Stages
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Interoperability Test Results
The goal of this event was two-fold — first, as for
typical interoperability test events, to verify and
improve the interworking of vendors’ implementa-
tions, and secondly, to prove that the Service Provi-
ders will be able to deploy VPN services over
MPLS networks knowing that the network will
provide the differentiated services requested by
customers for their business-critical applications.

Today, this means more than just to find bugs and
correct them to advance the standards compliance.
In many cases, implementations rely on draft stan-
dards — vendors need to adapt their features to
customers’ requirements so fast they cannot wait
until the final standard is adopted. Thus, the test
event was another effort to verify clarity of the
current standards.

Results: MPLS Diff-Serv Tests

Basic interoperability of RSVP-TE and OSPF-TE was
achieved between all vendors without any signal-
ing or routing issues. Problems that had been
noticed in previous events have obviously been
corrected. It was very positive to see that the signal-
ing and routing implementations of all participating

manufacturers were easily interoperable.

The test went forward without major issues when all
vendors defined the mapping between experimen-
tal bits and per-hop behaviors for Assured Forwar-
ding (AF), Expedited Forwarding (EF) and Best
Effort traffic. Initially, the test plan was unclear

about the drop precedence so we discussed the
expected handling for different AF types in the
same AF class. The IETF standard defines a relative
drop precedence relationship instead of absolute
values. Some devices were flexible to modify the
relative drop precedence while others had fixed
relationships. For example, drop precedence is
smaller for AF11 than for AF12. The probability to
drop AF11 traffic could be varied from zero up to
the drop precedence of AF12 in some devices; it
was fixed in other devices.

In this multi-vendor test it was of course impossible
to use any management application to configure
the per-hop behavior policies on all switches. The
vendors’ engineers had to configure everything
manually instead. Naturally, some misconfiguration
happened, leading to incorrect prioritization. We
recommend to use management systems to control
the distribution of policies within a Diff-Serv/traffic
engineering enabled network.

All vendors supported E-LSPs (no matter what physi-
cal link type was chosen) and were able to use the
full range of experimental bits. We tested with
three queues which is realistic compared to today’s
network requirements. A few vendors also
supported L-LSPs over ATM or PoS interfaces.

Only one vendor implemented the DiffServ object
as per RFC3270 — all
other implementations
were designed to accept
locally configured Diff-
Serv mappings only.

When setting up label-
switched paths with traffic
engineering and DiffServ,
a few interoperability
problems were observed
by the vendors. Most nota-
bly, it is important to
recognize an RSVP-TE
path as DiffServ-enabled
no matter whether the Diff-
Serv object is present or
not. Therefore, RFC3270
defines a backwards
compatibility mode. Other

interop issues with DiffServ-enabled path messages
were also noted, leading to path rejection. The
participants informed us that these issues have
either already been resolved during the event, or
will be fixed in the following weeks.

MPLS DiffServ TE-Enabled
Backbone

Cisco 12406

Marconi
BXR-48000

Nortel Networks
Shasta 5000 BSN

Avici QSR

Alcatel 7670RSP

Provider (P) Router

Provider Edge (PE) Router

RSVP-TE link

MPLS Diff-Serv/Traffic Engineering Backbone
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Due to limited time, it was not possible to evaluate
constraint-based routing in detail. However, five
vendors (see table on page 3) confirmed that they
used OSPF-TE constraint-based routing during the
whole session. Based on current OSPF-TE reserved
bandwidth information, an ingress router calculates
a suitable end-to-end path that satisfies the tunnel
resource requirements — not just based on static
path cost. One vendor demonstrated briefly that
the constraint-based routing process works as
expected.

Results VPLS / Ethernet VPN Tests

Point-to-point Ethernet over MPLS tunnels («pseudo-
wires») were tested according to the Martini draft.
In the hot-staging, almost all tested point-to-point
connections interoperated as expected. A few
issues were only observed on the transport layer —
paths could not be established between the
provider edge routers.

While it was common for all vendors to use LDP as
the transport label distribution protocol last year,
this has changed since. Since the use of RSVP-TE
has grown and because it is the only protocol with
traffic engineering support, RSVP-TE is now used by
the majority of vendors for VPN transport labels.
Only two participants did not support RSVP-TE for
VPLS / Ethernet-VPNs; they mentioned they will
implement RSVP-TE support soon.

Two Ethernet point-to-point VPN domains were
created, one with LDP and one with RSVP-TE trans-

port. Full-mesh VPLS was established in the RSVP-TE
domain.

E1 traffic (both data and voice) was emulated over
Ethernet pseudowire using TDMoMPLS gateway
equipment.

Results: BGP/MPLS VPN Tests

BGP/MPLS VPNs have been used in the industry
for a few years already. The test session did not
focus testing this area in detail again; they were
merely used to demonstrate Diff-Serv transport over
VPNs. Connectivity was achieved between two
groups of participating vendors; only in one case
we observed issues with a BGP implementation.

After establishing BGP sessions, EF and AF traffic
was generated from two sites destined to one, and
a physical link was oversubscribed to test queuing.
Correct traffic prioritization was observed.

VPN

VPN

Provider Edge (PE) Router

Riverstone

Tellabs 8820

RSVP-TE link

Agilent
RouterTester

RS8000

VPN

VPLS/RSVP-TE
Domain

VPLS Test Network

VPN

VPN

VPN

VPN

VPN

Ixia 1600T
Alcatel/Native Networks

Provider Edge (PE) Router

LDP link

Riverstone

Tellabs 8820

RSVP-TE link

Agilent
RouterTester

ISA PR & 1662SMC

RS8000

Ethernet Point-to-Point Tunnels

VPN

VPN

VPN

VPN

VPN

VPN

Agilent
RouterTester

Provider Edge (PE) Router

BGP adjacency

NortelNetwo

Tellabs 8820

Alcatel
7670RSP

Shasta 5000 B

BGP/MPLS VPN Test Network

Cisco 12404 Nav
InterW

9500

VPN

Alcatel
7670RSP
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Results Summary

Problems

Key Features Tested Results

DiffServ
MPLS

Basic Signaling Majority of combinations interworked

Per-Hop Behavior OK

Packet Exchange During Congestion All implementations mastered congestion as
expected; configuration issues solved later

Diff-Serv specific RSVP-TE signaling Only one implementation supported the Diff-Serv
object already

L2 VPNs Interoperability LDP, RSVP-TE Majority of combinations interworked

Data Transfer OK

Frame Relay / ATM tunnels Not tested

Traffic Transfer Over RSVP-TE Tunnels OK, prioritization observed as expected

E1 (Data and Voice) Emulated Traffic
Transfer

OK

VPLS Full-Mesh Establishment OK

Traffic Transfer Over RSVP-TE Tunnels OK, prioritization observed as expected

MAC Address Withdraw Not tested

L3 VPNs Interoperability iBGP-MP Almost all implementations interworked seamlessly

Data Transfer OK

Traffic Transfer Over RSVP-TE Tunnels OK, prioritization observed as expected

Problem Area
Description of the
Problem

Temporary Resolu-
tion, if any

Recommendation

RSVP-TE DiffServ
Object

Tunnels were not
established

Always define a static
EXP-PHB mapping in
addition unless you are
absolutely sure the
network consists only of
routers with DiffServ
object support

Ensure that the backward
compatibility definition in
RFC3270 is implemented

DiffServ
Provisioning

Traffic was not prioritized
as expected

Verify correct
configuration using load
generators

Use centralized manage-
ment applications to
control network wide
per-hop behavior

LDP Application
Data Transport

LDP does not support
traffic engineering

Configure LDP-over-RSVP-
TE hierarchical tunnels to
carry LDP data

Substitute LDP transport
by RSVP-TE (does not
relate to VC labels!)
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Conclusion

Today, generally service providers have
not implemented a full range of differenti-
ated services within their Virtual Private
Networks (VPNs) yet. New revenue to
replace decreasing profit from voice and
TDM legacy services has to date not been
realized. However, competition will grow.
There are two main reasons for carriers to
implement differentiated services in MPLS:
First, the integration of multiple networks
into one common backbone for voice,
leased lines and Internet-style data.
Second, the creation of new differentiated
product offers which require accurate,
application-specific backbone service
levels.

This event has proven that the participat-
ing vendors can now support differenti-
ated services over MPLS and provide a
common mapping of services and queues.
It gives carriers the confidence that
converging different networks can still
provide a common service guaranteeing/
SLA network.

As the deployment of new VPN services
and MPLS applications grows, congestion
will occur. At this point new bandwidth
must be purchased. Traffic engineering
across multiple networks allows for better
utilization of available bandwidth — there-
fore absorbing the growth and delaying
the time before you have to invest more.

Dynamic constraint-based routing opens a
path to more flexible and efficient network
usage for operators. Specifically in
conjunction with a differentiated services
offer, congestion can be avoided more
efficiently. The test event started multi-
vendor evaluation of dynamic constraint-
based routing and signalling.

The test event also verified that edge
services are now able to make advantage
of traffic engineering and differentiation in
the network across multiple vendors.

This was verified for the full range of
typical applications: Virtual Private LAN
Service (VPLS), Point-to-Point Ethernet
tunnels, and BGP/MPLS VPNs carrying IP
traffic. It was shown that all these can be
easily enabled to carry differentiated
services data.

In the past few years, MPLS has grown
from a VPN service enabler and a
backbone traffic engineering tool to a
technology capable of integrating legacy
products and new service offers, serving
them all according to their specific require-
ments. This has been made possible by the
powerful and versatile network features
defined in Multi-Protocol Label Switching.

The variety of standard-conforming
products available from many vendors is a
particular strength of MPLS. The MPLS &
Frame Relay Alliance and the supporting
test labs, UNH and EANTC, are proud
that the series of interoperability test events
conducted since 2001 have been able to
improve interoperability dramatically.
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